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Pcu'ollel Dovt,nload (PD) of large.files ccut ctccltrire o greoter oggregoted banclu,idtlt

as cotttporecl with a traclitionctl clienl/set-ver ntoclel. Hov,eve4 PD relies on nniltiple

surrogote set'vers containing the sctnte copy of thefile. In sonte siîttcttions, clistribuÍion

offull copies of largefiles to stut'ogatecl servers is rtot practiccil, and in the case of sorne

constanîly changing files, the ntaintenctnce ancl elistribution of these files is an

Abstract

expensive process. This thesis discusses a 3-tier dov,nloading orchitecture mtd c¿

specictl ntoclel cc¿llecl the CRB (Client-Reseruecl-Buffer) moclel.

The ideo behincl 3-tier clownloading is that betv,een server and client a proxy tier is

ctddecl. In ct 3-tier orchitectm'e, a large file is segmented into pieces and clyncunicctlly

loaded to nniltiple proxies connectecl to the originctl server The proxy tier will recluce

the sharing of the outgoing bandwidth on the set'ver side u,hile on the client sicle an

aggregatecl bunclwidth can still be achieved. In this manner; copies of largefiles ctre not

clistributed before ct client's request. Front our onalysis, ct 3-tier ctrchitecture irnproves

the clownload speed as contpcu"ed v¡ith u traclitionctl client/servet' tnodel. Howeve4 the

3-tier cu'chiîecture has þrwar"ding delays that reduces the potential ntaxitntnn

throughput of the 3-tier cn.chitecttn-e.

Bosecl on this obset'vctÍion, this thesis proposes ct novel v,cq, of deplq,ing the nticlclle

tie4 which uses client-reserved-bttffers on the proxies to retluce theforu,cuding delay.

This ntethod is denoÍed the CKB ntodel. The genercrl idea of the CRB ntoclel is to use

client-reserved-buffers (CRB) lo recluce thefon+,urcling clelcry of the proxies. Reseruecl

buffers o.f a particular client are set up on the proxies (middte tier). Dttrirtg the



clovvnload, lhe set-ver segntents the f le into pieces und eb¡numicctlly scutters lhetn into

the CRBs. Clients gother these scctlterecl clata pieces together ft"ont their CkBs on the

proxies. The server feeds the proxies u,hen the CRBs at'e not full; u,herects the client

gets the dato whenever the CRBs nre full. The scettering process and the gathering

process cîn occlu" simultctneottsly. l¡ntn sitnulîaneotrsly ntnning ntechanisnts recluce

theforwcu"dingdelay of theproxies. If the CRBs arefed by the server beþre the client

fetches the clatct pieces f'ont thent, the for'v)ot'cling tlelay on proxies v,ill be elitninatecl

totally. In this situation, clients clov,nloael.rt'ont proxies as if frilt copies of the file are

pre-cachecl in the proxies. The CRB ntoclel provicles prctctical clynantic pcu"allel

download without requiring largefile replicuÍiott ctnd recluces theforwctrding delay of a

3 -t i e r dov, n I o ad cu'ch itec tw.e.

This clissertation provides modeling oncl anal.v-sis of the 3-tierarchitectlo'e antl the

CRB clov,nload ntodel. Front the ntoclels and simulations, tt,e cc¿n see how the 3-tier

and the CRB ntodel behuve in clifferent sitttctîions. Fw'therntot'e, in ordet" lo acld

creclibiliqt b our ntotlel cmcl sinrulation results, tv,o prelintincuy Jrtva projecîs utere

cleveloped basecl on a regulcu' 3-tier clovvnloctd architectut'e ancl the CRB moflel

respecîively. B), collecting results .fi'ont our experintenÍctl dctla downlocds, we con

conclucle that 3-tier ctrchiteclure does intprove clou,nloctd tltrotrghptú wiÍh paranteter

optíntizirtg ctncl the CRB clow'nlood ntoclel can.ftu'ther increctse download throttghput

in the 3-tier dou,nload cu-chitecture.

projecls cmcl conclucting large scule tests otttsicle our contpLtter lctb

FuÍm'e v,ork will involve refining our Juvu
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1. fntroduction

Transferring large files on the Internet is increasingly common these days. Types of

files include videos, movies, large audio files and medical images, etc. The efficient

downloading of these large files requires high bandwidth between the server and the

client. The traditional single-server download model (Figure l-l) shares its bandwidth

with all of the active clients. For each client, only a small portion of the outgoing

bandwídth can be acquired. With this bandwidth limitation, the downloading of large

files can be difficult and inefficient.

One way to solve this problem is the establishment of a Content Distribution Network

(CDN) [1]. The idea of a CDN is that the original server distributes data to surrogate

servers which are geographically closer to the clients, and clients can download files

directly from these surrogate servers. Because the CDN sunogate seryers are very close

to the clients, the downloading time is reduced. A CDN also makes Parallel

Downloading (PD) feasible (See Figure l-2). PD is a technique that downloads

different parts of a large file from several surrogate servers simultaneously. Since a

client downloads different portions of the large file in parallel, aggregated bandwidth

can be acquired on the client side. Also, the download efficiency can be improved

through load balancing among the parallel connections, and moreover, better resilience

against congestion or failures can be achieved. There are many papers that discuss PD

[2-6]. We review several of these papers and make some observations in this
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dissertation.

Another strategy in bulk fìle dorvnloading is to use a peer-to-peer network. The idea of

Peer-to-Peer downloading is that each downloader also acts as a re-distributor. Each

peer not only gets data but also contributes to the service. Peer-to-peer networks

provide low-cost and scalable solutions. However, a peer-to-peer network typically has

the following problems: First, it needs a sufficient number of "seeds" for the system.

Second, an individual peer provides small storage and very low bandwidth and peer

resources are not dedicated to data distribution. The third is that it is difficult to

associate a peer's contribution to the data it receives[7].

This dissertation discusses a situation in which only one server has the original file or

the file is constantly changing. There are no replicated file copies on the network other

than on the original server and hardware resources are abundant. One example is

downloading someone's personal medical image from a remote medical center. A

patient's medical images are less likely to be copied and stored on nearby seryers,

however, in an emergent situation, personal medical images may be needed

immediately. In situations like this, we propose the use of a 3-tier download

architecture (Figure 1-3). The idea of a3 -tier download architecture ìs that, between

client and server a multiple-proxy-tier is added. Proxies do not have copies of the large

file. When the client makes a download request, the server will provide a list of proxies

for the client to download from. The client segments its download request and asks for

different pieces of the file to be delivered from different proxies, these proxies forward

these requests to the server and the server retums data to the proxies which are



forwardecl to the client (Figure I -3). As in PD, multiple parallel connections are set up

between the proxies and clients while the server is only in charge of distributing file

segments to the proxies. With the proxies, the number of connections to the original

server can be largely reduced. Each server-proxy connection can have a larger portion

of available bandwidth. Since the proxy-client connections are still parallel connections,

an aggregated bandwidth can still achieved on clients'sides. 3-tier download is a hybrid

of the clienlsen,er model and the PD model. Compared with PD, full copies of a large

file do not need to be pre-cached on proxies; compared with the Client/Server model,

aggregated bandwidth can still be achieved on the client side.

In order to improve performance of a 3{ier architecture, we propose a new

downloading model based on the 3-tier architecture. It is denoted the CRB model,

which uses client-Reserved-Buffers on the proxies. The CRB model uses flags

associated with the Client-Reserved-Buffer to signal download tasks on the proxies.

Proxy requests and client requests can be processed simultaneously. With the CRB

model, download throughput can be significantly increased as control is shared by the

client and proxies. A discussion and analysis of the CRB model and its implementation

results support our conjecture in this dissertation.

The organization of this dissertation is as follows: Related work will be reviewed in

Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we will discuss one of our project designs leading to our study

concerning the bulk file download architecture. Chapter 4 will summarize several bulk

fìle architecture designs and setup the concept of the 3-tier architecture, moreover,

chapter 4 presents analysis and benefits ofusing 3-tier architecture and how the settings
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of proxies influences throughput in the 3+iers architecture; In Chapter 5, the new CRB

download model will be proposed and discussed; In Chapter 6, we will discuss the

implementation of our 3-tier download and CRB download projects. Test results

compare these two methods. Chapter 7 summarizes our work, concludes our test results

and suggests future tasks.

Server accepts requests from all the cl¡ents. Outgoing bandwidths is
equally shared by clients
C"o= Outgoing bandwidth from server to cl¡ents
RTT"Þ = Round lrip time from server to client

Figure 1-1 : ClienUServer Architecture

lServer A

PD Architecture

PD Model: Two Servers serve clients in parallel. Each client
gets an aggregated bandwidlh.

Figure 1-2; PD Architecture

Client I )

'Client lV)
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Proxy A

3-Tier Architecture

3-Tiers: The server only serves two proxies. Clients still gel
anaggregated bandwidth from the proxies to the clients.

Figure '1-3: 3-Tier Architecture

Proxy B
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2 Related Work

In This chapter, we summarize some research results that have a direct impact on and

provide insights to our rvork. We will first study related research on Parallel

Downloading, then discuss peer-to-peer networks, and finally introduce the Java NIO

Technology.

2.1 P ar allel Downloading

PD is a technique that downloads different parts of a file from several surrogate servers

simultaneously. Since a client downloacls different portions of the file in parallel,

aggregated bandwidth can be acquired on the client side. Download efficiency can be

improved by load balancing download requests among the parallel connections, and

moreover, better resilience against congestion or failures can be achieved[4].

PD relies on the multiple mirror servers having the same copy of the large file. Clìents

can clownload from these mirror servers in parallel. There are basically two methods of

PD: 1) History-based TCP parallel connections, and 2) Dynamic TCP parallel

connections[6]. History-based PD assigns download tasks based on the previous

service rate. After the first few minutes of the download, the service's rate of each

mirror server is recorded into a database, then the client will query this database and

assign ils download task based on this record. History-based PD does improve the

download throughput, howeve¡ when network/server conditions change rapidly, the

rates are hard to predict in which case history-based parallel access performs poorly.

ll -



Dynamic PD on the other hand, segments the download tasks into small pieces. A client

requests a different piece from each mirror server. Whenever a mirror server fìnishes

transmitting one piece, the client issues a new request for another piece. The client

sends out requests in a round-robin fashion until all pieces of the large file are

successfully received. Using dynamic PD, all servers are kept busy sending data

pieces. In an ideal situation, all the mirror servers finish transmitting their data at the

same time. The downloaded data can be reassembled on the client side[4, 6]. Dynamic

PD generally give befter performance by being more adaptive to changing network

and server conditions [5].

PD requires full copies of large files stored on mirror servers. In some situations, the

maintenance and replication cost can be very high[8]. This dissertation discusses

situations where full copies of large fìles are not available on mirror sites and when

full file replication is too expensive to process. This dissertation is also based on the

ClienVServermodel borrowing the idea of dynamic PD, as such it is a hybrid of these

trvo architectures. A detailed djscussion will be done in the next chapter.

2.2 P eer-to-Peer Network

The idea of a peer-to-peer architecture is that each peer not only downloads data from

the network but also acts as a server. While a peer downloads a file, it also uploads its

downloaded pieces to other peers. All the peers on the network sharing the same file

use a tit-for-tat method of seeking parelo effrciency [9]. Peer-to-Peer networks are

de-centralized systems providing low-cost and scalable solutions. Many studies have
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based on this network system have been undertaken [0, l1]. One typical application

that deploys peer-to-peer architecture is BitTorrent [9]. The idea of BitTorrent is that,

when multiple users download the same file at the same time, they also upload file

pieces to each other. Compared with traditional file sharing applications, BitTorrent has

the advantage of offering better performance under condilions of otherwise

overwhelming downloads [2]. Howeve¡ BitTorrent has its own problems. First, it

needs trackers to keep track of peers information involving complicated overhead to

fìgure out which peer has what part of the file. The second is that BitTorrent only works

when there are enough seeds available. In addition, preventing peers from free riding is

still a problem[13].

This thesis discusses a proxy's role in a bulk fìle download architecture. Unlike a peer

in peer-to-peer network, which downloads data for itself, a proxy downloacls data for a

client. However, some ideas in the peer-to-peer network have considerable influence on

the results of this thesis.

2.3 Java NIO

In order to support the conjecture that the 3-tier download architecture is practical and

in order to promote our CRB model. Two Java projects were developed that

implemented a regular 3-tier architecture and the CRB model respectively. The

implementations involve the use of Java NIO technology.

Java NIO (new I/O) was first developed in JDK 1.4 U4l, but a mature library only

became available in JDKl.5 and later [15].Java NIO provides high-speed,
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block-oriented I/O operations. It moves time-consuming I/O activities back into

operating system. Compared with the original Java I/O rvhich is stream orientated, NIO

is block-orientated which means, instead of dealing with one byte in per operation,

Java NIO consumes a block of data for each step. This block of data is stored in a

Java NIO Buffer and we need a Java NIO Channel for the read and write operations.

Our projects deals with large segmented blocks of files, so this technology is a good

fit with our design. Another feature in Java NIO is that it supports asynchronous I/O

operations. Asynchronous I/O reads and writes data without blocking. Different from

traditional socket programming, Java NIO creates a ServerSocketChannel object and

registers it with the Java NIO Selector[l6]. A selector is where you register your

interest in various I/O events. When an event comes on the channel, the corresponding

method will be invoked. So with this technology we are able to read and write data on

network channels at the same time.The last reason \¡/e use Java NIO is that Java NIO

can map a large file into memory. In order to store all the clients'buffers on proxies, we

need to create a large file which contains buffers for corresponding clients and this large

file needs to be mapped into memory to process the CRB operations. As such Java NIO

is a key technology used to deploy our design. In chapter 6 we will discuss our

implementations which use Java NIO.
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3. Initial Work on the MPD Project

Our research concerning download architectures started from a parallel downloading

project. In order to overcome the bandwidth limitation and restrictions of IP address

policies, we designed a project that used multiple proxies to access multiple servers to

downloacl different portions of a large fìle in parallel. This project was denoted MPD

(Multiple Proxy Download).

The key idea of MPD is to partition the downloading task into segments and use

multiple proxies with different IP addresses to download segments of the large file from

the server's mirrored sites in parallel. After all the segments of the large file are

downloaded, the segments are reassembled into a complete copy. In the MPD working

model, a client can acquire aggregate the bandwidth of its proxies and the download

speed for the client can be greatly increased. Downloading reliability and fault

tolerance can also be increased. This chapter provides some background information

about our study of parallel downloading.

3.1 Introduction of MPD Project

The MPD (Multiple Proxies Download) working model is illustrated in Figure 3-1. The

MPD model works as follows: First, the client visits the master server to f,rnd the list of

all the IP addresses for its mirror sites, then multiple proxies are setup and connect to

each of the mirror sites to download the fìle segments in parallel. After each segment is

downloaded from the server side, the proxy will signal to the client and begin to

- 15 -



forward the segment (if the connection is not congested) to the client. As long as the

client receives a signal indicating the successñll download of a segment on the proxy, it

will assign another download task to that proxy. This process continues until all the

segments are downloaded to the client side. Faster con¡ections are assigned more

download segments than the slower ones. After all the segments are downloaded to the

client, the segrnents are reassembled to make a fulIcopy of original fìle.

The reason for using multiple proxies is as follows:

I ) Each proxy has a different IP address, so although the client and proxies may be from

the same authority, the server will regard each proxy as a single client. In this manner,

multiple connections can be set up in parallel (often bypassing IP destination policies

set up on the server).

2) A Client can get the aggregated download rate of each proxy-to-server connection

rate.

r)

be

Flexible controls on proxies. For example, downloaded segments on the proxies can

stored and forwarded these to clients when there is less congestion.

Better fault tolerance. Clients can keep optimum download rates even on a changing4)

network. As long as all the mirror-servers do not crash or all the connections are not

blocked, the client can still keep its connections to the server side. Problems on one

connection can be fixed witliout interfering with other connections.

We can summarize four aspects of this MPD working model: I ) The access of mirror

sites; 2) The segmentation and scheduling of download tasks; 3) The reassembly of

downloaded se-ements and 4) Fault tolerance of the MPD model.
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3.2TheAccess of the Mirror Sites

In a generic clienlserver model, a client must try to find the best server which will

provide good performance. There are many ways to try to find a good mirror site. Such

as multicast communication to poll all the mirror sitesfl7], dynamic probing[18]or

statistical record-keeping[9]. All the above work indicates that choosing the best

server is not easy and does not always result in the best performance. In the MPD

model, multiple proxies are used, more candidates on the server side can be selected

and these multiple connections have a better resilience to changing network conditions.

MPD architecture

Figure 3-1: MPD Project Design

If the master server provides a list of its mirror sites, the client can directly query the

master site to get this list and setup corresponding proxies to connect to these mirror

sites. If this list is not provided, querying a DNS server (nslookup) will always give you

a satisfactory answer. Good mirror sites can be selected (the details of how to select

several of the best mirror sites is not discussed here), Each proxy connects to a mirror

site server and keeps the connection until all the download tasks are finished or an
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exit-connection signal is received.

3.3 Segmentation and Scheduling of the Download Task

Nehvork protocols like HTTP and FTP can talk to the server and download small

blocks as requestedl2},2l]. For the MPD project, the download task is actually

segmented into pieces. 'We 
need not change anything on the server side but rather assign

different segment download tasks to the servers. Different segments can be downloaded

from a number of starting points from copies on different mirror servers. The download

tasks are shared among these servers.

After the whole task is segmented into pieces, a round-robin algorithm is used for the

task scheduling[221. With the use of round-robin scheduling, a download task is

assigned immediately as long as a proxy finishes its previous download task. The tasks

are shared based on the abilities of each proxy. The one who has the faster connection

will be assigned more tasks. By using the round-robin algorithm, the download tasks

are shared among the mirror servers dynamically, ideally, by the end of downloading,

every proxy finishes its work at the same time. Even under fast changing

network/server conditions, a much more stable download speed can be guaranteed

because of this round-robin schedule.

3.4 Fault Tolerance of MPD

One of the advantages of using MPD is its fault tolerance. Since multiple connections

are setup, if any mirror server crashes or any connection is heavily congested, problems

can be fixed without stopping the downloading tasks. For example, if one of the
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connected mirror servers crashes, the corresponding proxy will make a request to the

master server and find another available mirror server. A problem on one proxy does

not affect other proxies' downloading jobs. Similarly, if one connection is heavily

congested, the client can signal to that proxy to stop its comection and find a better

corurection to the server side. Also, on the MPD project, if some fault happens half way

during the downloading of a segment, the task can be aborted, and the job can be

assigned to other proxies or re-assigned at a later time.

3.5 Reassembly of Downloaded Pieces

The MPD project used a binary-search tree to keep track of downloaded pieces. After

all the pieces of were downloaded, MPD would do a depth-first-traversal to reassemble

the file. This method turned out to be unnecessary because we could have used the Java

Random Access file. Java Random Access file allows us to write data into the file at a

specified position. So in our 3-tier architecture study and CRB model, instead of

keeping track of segment sequence numbers, we directly use the position of the data

piece in the reassembly of the file. Before the data download is begun, an empty result

file is constructed. Whenever a data piece is downloaded, this piece will be directly

written into the resultant file in its correct position.
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3.6 Conclusion of MPD Project

Our goal of the MPD project was to setup parallel connections using multiple proxies

to overcome the bandwidth limitations and IP addresses limitation policies. Basically,

the MPD project is based on the PD architecture. It segments a file into pieces and uses

parallel connections to mirror servers. The MPD project needs multiple copies of large

files on the network. A preliminary program was implemented to show that parallel

connections to multiple servers can increase the download throughput. Since many

other research papers have undertaken more detailed studies on this topic [5] [4], we did

not do any fufher study on the MPD model.

From the design and experience of the MPD project, we got a betterunderstanding of

PD architectures and gained some background knowledge on bulk file transmission.

Furthermore, the MPD project initialized our further study on download architectures.

In the next chapter, we will discuss the idea of the 3-tier architecture. We will give a

detailed analysis of the clienlserver architecture, PD architecture and 3{ier

architecture. A novel downloading model based on 3-tier architecture, called the CRB

model, integrates many of these parallel download notions.
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4. Analysis of 3 -Tier Architecture

We discussed bulk fìle downloading in chapter 2. PD assumes that many surrogate

servers have the same fìle. In some situations, there are not full copies of large files

available on the network or in the case of a peer-to-peer system, there are not enough

seeds on the network, in which case the problem traditionally would be solved using a

client/server download architecture. However, a simple client/server architecture

cannot avoid network bottlenecks and the client/server architecture has minimal fault

tolerance. Our results suggest the use of a 3-tier download architecture in this situation.

4.1 Introduction to 3-Tier Downloading

The idea of a 3 -tier architecture (Figure 4-1) is that between the server and client,

another tier composed of multiple proxies, is added. These multiple proxies are used as

mediators between the server and the clients. They are used to forward clients'requests

and forward downloaded data pieces. The multiple parallel connections between client

and proxies are sti1l kept as in the PD architecture. These proxies forward data on the

server via multiple routes to the client. Compared with the clien/server architecture, a

3-tier architecture largely reduces the number of connections to the original server and

as such the server's load is greatly reduced. Each server-proxy connection can gain a

larger bandwidth; in the mean time, the proxies still rnanage multiple to multiple

connections so that an aggregated bandwidth can still be achieved at the clients.

Compared with PD architecture, a 3-tier architecture does not need full file replication.
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Compared with client/seryer architecture, the 3-tier architecture allows for aggregated

bandwidth on the client side and increases download throughput. Of course, the

advantages of server-security and flexible controls are obviously better than the other

two architectures. The costs associated with a 3 -tier architecfure download are the

extra proxies and forwarding delays.

The setup or configuration of a 3-tìer download is a key issue in improving

downloading throughput. The following section will discuss how various parameters

influence the 3-tier architecture and what can be done to increase download throughput.

A new method denoted the CRB model will also be proposed in chapter 5.

3-Tiers: The server only serves two proxies. Clients still get
anaggregated bandwidth from the proxies to the clients.

Figure 4-1: Regular 3-Tier Architecture
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4.2 Delays of Data Transfer

Before discussing setting up multiple proxies, we need to discuss some of the

end-to-end delays with respect to data transfer. As data is transported from source to

destination, the data experiences the following rnajor delays: nodal processing delay,

queuing delay, transmission delay and propagation delay [23]. Since the nodal

processing delay is influenced by the hardware system and is usually small, we do not

discuss it here. we discuss how the transmission, propagation and queuing delays

influence our total data transfer with respect to diflerent architectures. The discussion is

based on ideal situations.

First, we consicler the client/server architecture. In this architecture, the server accepts

thousands or more requests sirnultaneously. In order to be available to the all clients, the

server usually allocates a certain amount of bandwidth to each client. If the outgoing

bandwidth is100M b/s and if 100 clients request the file at the same time, each client

can only expect to get I M bps' bandwidth. The transmitting of a l00M file will take 100

seconds for each client. Because of the outgoing bandwidth of the server is shared by all

the active connections, the more connections we have, the less bandwidth each one can

acquire, and of course the more the delay in transferring a fìle

The PD situation supports a multiple to multiple connections' situation. For example,

we also have 100 clients served by l0 servers, on average each server only has 10

clients accessing it. Since each client is accessing l0 servers simultaneously, requesting

different portions of the file, the transmission time of 100 M file will be l0 seconds.

Compared with the 100 second for each client of downloading the same file from the
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previous method, the PD method is a considerably more efficient. We can easily

conjecture that the reason why PD is fast is because of parallel data transmissions. In

other words, an aggregated bandwidth is achieved.

Since PD can save so much time on data transmission, we want lo reuse PD notions as

much as possible. In situations where multiple copies on surrogated servers do not exist,

v/e use a 3 -tier downloacl. The 3+ier download has two steps. In the first step, the

original seryer services multiple proxies, since the number of proxies are far less then

the number of clients, for each proxy a larger bandwidth can be allocated. Larger

bandwidth results in less transmission time. The second step is the data transfer from

proxies to clients. As with PD, an effective aggregated bandwidth can be acquired in

this tier.

Although 3-tier architecture saves time because of bandwidth aggregation, it may cost

more in terms of propagation overhead. Since 3-tiers download segments a large file

into pieces, whenever a piece is successfully downloaded, a signal requesting the next

piece is generated at the client. For each downloaded data piece, the server idle time is

the sum of RTT,, (Round Trip Time between server and proxies¡, RTT,, (Round

Trip Time between proxies and clients) and lransmission time on the server TRANSsp

(Figure 4-2). The segmentation of large files generates more round trip delays. How

the segmentation influences the throughput will be discussed in the next section.

Queuing delay can also play a key role in end to end delay. PD and 3-tier download

setup multiple connections between servers and clients. Thus, the bottleneck of a single

connection that sits between the server and client may be avoided. In most cases,
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queuing delay will be reduced with multiple cormections. There is considerable

research on queuing delays Ï241125), however this is not the rnain topic of this thesis.

I
Forwarding

delay

+

I
Forwarding

delay

J

Server

The client generates requests; The proxy forwards requests to
the server and relays back the requested data p¡eces.
RTTsp = Round Trip Time Between Server and Proxy;
RTTpc = Round Trip Time Between Proxy and Client.
TRANSsp = Transmission t¡me on the server
Forwarding delay = RTTSp+TRANSsp

Figure 4-2: Forwarding Delay in 3-Tier
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TTsp

RTTpc

4.3 Modeling a 3-Tier Architecture

Regular 3-tier

I
-T_

RTTSp

ssp

In this section, we will compare the client/server model and the 3-tier model. Obviously

the 3-tier architecture costs more in terms of hardware facilities. We need to ask the

question: do we really gain enough to outweigli the cost? Assuniing we do, how does

the 3-tier architecture behave when the download segment size changes, the number of

corulections change and the bandwidth and RTTs change? It is important that the 3-tier

architecture be configured to gain the maximum benefits.

First, we setup the basic parameters that influence the clienl/server architecture. We

assume a homogeneous environment in which the server equally shares its bandwidth
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with all clients. We define throughput as the time required to download an entire fìle to

one client. (Please note here, the throughput is regarded as one individual client not the

overall throughput of all the clients). The following parameters are used in this model:

Notation

Csc

RTT,,

F

P

7,,

U
JC

Definition

Outgoing Bandwidth between server and client

Round trip time between server and client

The file size

The overall download time of single connection

The throughput of clienlserver architecture

Table 4-1: Parameters in ClienUServer Model

Number of active clients

We assumed P clients equally share the outgoing bandwidth of the server, so each

client acquires a bandwidth of C,,lP. As we mentioned, the transmission delay and

propagation delay play the key roles in the end-to-end delay. For this approximation we

abstract the low level handshake and the data feedback signals to be incorporated

within the higher layers. For each client, the overall download time of the file with size

F is:

r,. = [,,(+)f* o,,,. (,)

We define throughput as the success of downloading the large file over its consumption

time, which is:
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In the 3-tier download model, the situation is more complicated. In order to simplify the

model, the following assumptions are made:

l) The environment is homogeneous.

2) The server equally shares its outgoing bandwidth by all proxies.

3) There are no processing delay on proxies

4) All clients get data pieces from different proxies simultaneously

5) All connections finish downloading at the same time.

6) All the connections through the proxies have the same bandwidth.

Parameters we are going to use are listed in Table 4-2

(2)
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Notation

C
sp

co,

RTTsp

RTTpc

F

P

n1

n

T
sp

To,

T
spc

U
spc

Definition

Outgoing Bandwidth between server and proxy

Outgoing Bandwidth between proxy and client

Round trip tirne between server and proxy

Round trip time between proxy and client

The file size

Number of active clients

Number of segmented pieces

Number of proxies

Data downloaded time onto proxies

Data f'orward time from proxies to client

We can divide the 3-tier download into 2 steps. The first step is: Data is downloaded to

the proxies. For each client, it has to download m pieces of data to the proxies. For each

piece of successful download there is a feedback signal to the server that costs one

RTT,', .The transmission time of one piece of dat" i, [4]r[Qì t" rhe delay for rhis
\nt)\n )

The overall download time using multiple proxies.

The throughput of 3-tier architecture

Table 4-2: Parameters in 3-Tier Model

part

T=

IS:

lre.r(c I 'l

Lhjtïj. Rrr.,)"n, (3)
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The second step is: Data is forwarded to the clients. In this step, aggregated bandwidth

(c \
is acouired as I -" x n l. So the delay in this part is:' (P )

(c ) t,,\rt.= F /1";.,,)* nrr,,*l"r) (4)

We can see that the overall downloading time is the sum of two parts:

Trr, = Tro +Tn,

We define the throughput as the success of downloading the file over its download time:

U.rr, = F lTre,

From (3)(a)(5X6), we can find that the throughput of the 3-tier architecture is mainly

influenced by the following parameters: The number of segmented pieces(m); The

number of parallel connections (n); The outgoing bandwidth of the server and proxies

( C,o and C o,); and the Round Trip Time from server to proxies and proxies to clients.

Calculations are done in the next section and how various parameters affect the

download throughput in 3-tier architecture is discussed.

(s)

(6)

4.4 Modeling Analysis and Evaluation

Having the model for the client/server model and our 3-tier architecture, we want to

evaluate why and how the 3-tier model makes for more efficient transfer. We assume

that we have a fìle of size l00M bytes, and we want to compare the throughput of the

client/server architecture and the 3-tier architecture.
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4.4.1 Segmentation of the Large File

First, we want to see how the segmentation influences the 3-tier download throughput.

In the 3-tier download, with the segmentation of a Iarge file, each segment experiences

one propagation delay (RTT), so the number of segments has a great impact on the

throughput. The assurnption is based on the fonnula provided in the previous section.

Assume that server and proxies have the same outgoing bandwidth which is 1OMbps,

that is c,, : c,o : c r,:70 Mbits/sec. we also assume that the proxies are half of the

distance from server to client, that is RTT,, : 200 ms; RTT,, : RTT,, + RTT." ;

RTT,, :100 ms, RTT', : 100 ms.

Figure 4-3 shows how the throughput changes with change in size of the

segmentation .
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Figure 4-3: Segmentation and 3-Tier Download Behaviour
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From the figure we can see following phenomenon:

1) The 3-tier architecture is always better than the client/server model.

2) A correct number of proxies (connections) gives us a better throughput ( for example,

here n : l0 is better than n:3 or n:15)

As such, if we segment the file correctly, and if we use the correct number of proxies,

the use of 3-tiers model offers very signifìcant performance advantages over the

client/server model. The reason we get better throughput in 3-tier architecture is

because of the aggregated bandwidth gained from proxies to clients and we reduce the

outgoing-bandwidth-sharing of the server.

Figure 4-3 shows that a larger data size provides better throughput, this is true when the

round trip time plays a major role in downloading a piece of data. However, in bulk file

transmission, this is not the case. From formulas (3) and (4) \¡/e can see, that if the

transmission time is much larger than the round trip time, we can ignore the round trip

fime (RTT,,:0 and RTTp,:0). In this situation, the downloading rhroughput will have

no influence on the segment size. In other words, the segmentation size influences the

download throughput when the ratio of RTT over the Transmission Time is large.

Increasing the segment size can reduce this ratio, however, the larger the piece of data

we have, the less granular the data transfer. Large data pieces are more difficult for a

computer to handle. From our experience, file size no larger than 5l2K are situations

we can handle.

Another phenomena is that, increasing in the number of connections (more proxies)
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does not guarantee better throughput. In this case, the use of l0 proxies (n:10) has

better throughput then l5 proxies (n :15). Further study of how the number of proxies

(connections) influences the 3-tier downloading throughput is in the next section.

4.4.2 The Number of Proxies (Connections)

As we mentioned, the number of parallel connections between proxies and clients

greatly influence the throughput. Under the same situation as in Figure 4-3, fixing the

number of pieces m : 1000 with the other parameters the same. We get Figure 4-4:
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From Figure 4-4, the best performance we can get in this situation is the use of 10

proxies (n:10). The reason is that, the outgoing bandwidth of the server is shared by all

Figure 4-4'. Number of Proxies and 3-Tier

8101214
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proxies, the more proxies that connect to it, the less bandwidth each proxy could have.

Of course, for each connection, the reduction of bandwidth will result in longer

transmission time of the file.

4.4.3How the RTT Influences Throughput

In the 3-tier architecture, because of the segmentation of the fìle, more control

signals between server and proxies and proxies and clients are needed, the RTT has a

greater influence than the clienVserver model. Based on formulas (3X4X5) and (6), we

consider the following situation: we set the number of connections, n :10, and we

segment the large fìle into 1000 pieces. We change the RTT between the server-to-client

and server-to-proxies, and proxy-to-client. Figure 4-5 is the result we obtain. As we can

see from Figure 4-5, in the client/server architecture, the RTT has little influence on the

data transfer. In the 3-tier architecture, the round trip time greatly influences our

downloading throughput especially the round trip time between server and proxy

(RTT,,). We know that to successfully download one piece of data, besides the data

transmission time on the server (Trans,r), we have a round trip time that equals the sum

of round trip time of server-to-proxy (RTT,,) and proxy-to-client (RTT',). Because

RTT,r+Tp"4NS,o is the cost when forwarding the request and bringing back a data

piece, we call this delay the forwarding delay. If we can reduce this forwarding delay,

the tliroughput can be greatly increased. We have investigated a novel way to reduce

this forwarding delay, we called it the CRB (Client-Reserved-Buffer) model. The CRB
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model will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Figure 4-5: RTT and 3-Tier

4.4.4 How the Bandwidth Influences Throughput

Finally, we want to see how the outgoing bandwidth of the server and outgoing

bandwidth of the proxies influence the 3-tier architecture. Based on the formulas

(3X4X5) and (6), we investigate a situation with the ourgoing bandwidth changing. we

let the number of connection n:I0, the number of segments m:1000, and letRZZ. :

RTT,r+ RT7 o. : 200 ms. The resurt is srrown in Figure 4-6. From Figure 4-6, we can

see the outgoing bandwidth of the server largely influences the overall throughput,

while the outgoing bandwidth changes on the proxies does not influence the throughput

much without the increasing on the server's bandwidth. We can conclude that the



otttgoing bandwidth of the server is more important than the outgoing bandwidth of the

proxies. The reason for that is obvious: the server is the only source to the proxies,

while multiple proxies can serve one client.
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Figure 4-6: Bandwidth and 3-Tier

We have discussed 3-tier downloading when various parameters change. We discussed

the reasons for these behaviors. The next section is our conclusion of the 3-tier

architecture.
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4.5 Conclusion Based on the 3-Tier Architecture

This chapter discussed the traditional client/server architecture, the PD architecture and

the 3{ier download architecture. We set up formulas to describe the client/server

download architecture and the 3-tier architecture. Based on our formulas, we calculated

throughput with the changing of different parameters. The 3-tier download can provide

better throughput than the client/server model as long as it is configured correctly. The

following parameters mainly influence download performance: 1) Segmentation of

large file 2) The number of proxies (connections) 3) The round trip time between

server-to-proxy, the transmission lime on the server (the sum of these two elements is

also called forwarding delay here) and the round trip time from the proxy-to-client, and

4) The outgoing bandwidth of the server and proxy.

To obtain the optimal throughput, the number of active proxies should be calculated.

However, an exact calculation will be a complicated procedure. In addition, more

proxies mean more physical resources are required on the network. Too many proxies

can lead to a bandwidth bottle-neck on the client side. In our experiment, using 2

proxies for each connection already improved download throughput, so we suggest for

each connection, no more then 6 proxies should be used.

Increasing the outgoing bandwidth can improve the overall throughput but this also

requires upgrading the physical connections to faster network media.

From our discussion, we can either increase the segment size or we can reduce the

forwarding delay to increase download throughput in the 3-tier architecture. We
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suggest the latter one, the reason is showed in Table 4-3

comparison of reduction of segment number to reduction of forwarding delay:

Increase segment

Less resistant to changing network

Less dynamic loading balance

slze

Large memory occupation

Less effective when RTT/Transmission

time is low

Reduce forrvarding delay

Table 4-3 shows the advantages of reducing forwarding delay. In the next chapter, we

will discuss this forwarding delay and the CRB model which reduces forwarding delay

on the proxy and increases the download throughput.

Better resistant to changing network

Better dynamic loading balance

Less memory occupied

Better effective when RTT/Transmission

Table 4-3: Comparison of Segmentation and Forwarding Delay

time is low
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5 The CRB Model

The 3-tier architecture improves the download effìciency by aggregating the bandwidth

at the cost of more forward requests and data transport to and from proxies. As

mentioned in the last chapter, if we can reduce this forwarding delay, the download

throughput still has significant room to improve. This chapter proposes a special

deployment of the middle tie¡ which uses client-reserved buffers on the proxies to

reduce forwarding delay. This method is denoted the CRB model.

5.1 Introduction of the CRB Model

From our analysis of the 3-tier download architecture, the download throughput is

improved by reducing bandwidth sharing on the server side while aggregating the

bandwidth on the client side. Untike the clienlserver architecture where the client

gets its data directly from the server, the 3-tier architecture uses proxies to forward

requests and data pieces. The proxy forwards a request and fetchs a dala piece from

server and introduces delay that equals round trip time between the server and proxy

(RTT,,) plus the transmission time on the server (TRANS,,), this is called the

forwarding delay (Figure 4-2). This forwarding delay reduces the throughput of the

3-tier architecture. In order to reduce this forwarding delay, the use of a

client-revered-buffer (cRB) in the 3-tier architecture is proposed (Figure 5-l).

The general idea of the CRB model is to use Client-Reserved-Buffers (CRB) to conrrol

the downloading process. A CRB is an intermediate buffer between client and server
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that resides on the proxy. A CRB is an intelligent buffer that associates the buffer rvith

states. A CRB buffer reduces the forwarding delay of the 3-tier architecture by

generating requests according to its state. The general procedure is: after the buffer

hands over the data piece to the proxy-to-client channel, the buffer state is then changed

to 'EMPTY' and it can immediately send out a request to the server to refill it instead of

waiting for the client's next download request. This means that the download request is

generated while the previous data piece is still being transmitted on the proxy-to-client

channel. The detail design of the CRB model is described in the next section.
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5.2Detail Description of the CRB Model

The CRB model is a special model inside the 3-tier architecture (Figure 5-2, Figure 5-3

and Figure 5-4). The detail design of CRB model is as following:

l) The proxy sets up reserved buffers for each client (CRB). Each CRB contains a client

ID, a flag for its state, a time¡ the sequence number ( a long integer which indicates the

position of the data in the file) and data buffer. Each client has its own designated buffer

on the proxies (Figure 5-4).

2) The server feeds these CRBs and the client fetches data pieces from these CRBs

dynamically according to the flags of the CRBs. If the CRB is in the 'EMPTY'state, the

proxy generates a 'GET' request to fìIl it; if the CRB is in the 'Full' state, the client

reads data from it.

3) The server uses a sequence number stack for each client to feed these CRBs, only

one complete copy is fed to one client.

4) The proxy is in charge of CRB management and communicates with server and

clients in parallel.

5) The client has parallel access to all these CRBs. The client generates a 'GET'request

as long as the previous data piece has been downloaded successfully. The client only

finishes its download request when the 'END'message is received.

We now clescribe how this model works. Please refer to Figure 5-2. In the

server-to-proxy channel, step (1), the CRB is 'EMPTY', it generates a 'GET'request to

the server. Step (2) the server will feed this CRB with the first piece of the large file.

Step (3) The buffer waits for the client to fetch its data. Step (4) CRB is set to the
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'EMPTY' state, another 'GET'request is sent to the server. Step (5) the server sends out

the second piece of the large fìle. In the proxy-to-client channel, the sequence is as

follows: Step (l), the client sends out 'GET'request. Step (2), the client waits for the

CRB to be filled. Step (3), the CRB is 'FULL' , the client copies the data from the CRB

as the proxy transmits its data. Step (4) data is written into the fìle and the client

generates another'GET' request.

One may wonder how the client is guaranteed to have an exactly copy of the data

without rnissing pieces or redundant pieces. Actually, a tagging process runs on the

server side (Figure 5-3). When a client registers interest to the server, the server will

build a sequence number stack for it. Figure 5-3 shows two sequence number stacks on

the server. This sequence number is actually the starting position of a data piece in the

f,rle. According to the fìle size and segrnent size, this sequence number is pre-pushed

before the download happens. For example, we have a fìle with size of 100M bytes, and

we segment the fìle into 1000 pieces, each piece will be 100K. So, the first data piece

sequence number will be 1, the second piece sequence number will be (1+100K), the

third piece sequence number is 1+2x(100K), the ith piece sequence number is

1+i*(100K). We push these sequence number into the stack. When a 'GET'comes to

the server, a sequence number is popped from the sequence stack for that particular

client. The read function reads data from the large file according to this sequence

number. The read data piece is then sent to the proxy associated with this sequence

number.

Figure 5-4 shows the detail design of a CRB. The CRB has a client ID to identify which
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client this CRB belongs to; the CRB has a state indicator; the CRB has a sequence

nunrber which records the position of the data piece in a large file; the CRB has a timer

to record how long the buffer has been full; Finally, the CRB has a buffer to hold the

data piece.

In some situations, a piece of data is filled into the CRB on a certain proxy and is never

fetched by the client. The reason may be that the connection crashed on the

proxy-to-client network. The timer on the CRB takes its effect at this point (Figure 5-4).

lf a buffer cannot be emptied in a specified time, the proxy signals to the server that the

last piece of data could not be fetched by the client. This CRB changes its state to

'SNUB' and the data inside the buffer will be cleaned up or cached into some other

clients' buffer. The server will re-assign that piece of data to another CRB. A CRB in

the 'SNUB' state will try to diagnosis its connection problem, and whenever the

problem is solved, returns back to the 'EMPTY' state waiting for data to fill it.

Since each client has a CRB on each proxy, management of these buffers is an

important issue. One way to manage that is to make a CRB file which reserves space for

these CRBs (Figure 5-5). This CRB file can be mapped into memory for fast access.

When a particular client asks for its CRB, it can query this mapped CRB file and gets its

corresponcling buffer from that file.

There are a lot of extensions for server management and proxy management, such as

how to keep the client's sequence stack, how to use the proxy as a cache, how the

buffer migrates within proxies. Our main focus here however, is to demonstrate the

use of CRB for improving download throughput.
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5.3 Analysis of the CRB Model

In this section, we discuss details of the CRB model. in order to sirnplify the model, the

following assumptions are made:

l) The environment is homogeneous.

2) The server equally shares its outgoing bandwidth with all proxies.

3) There is no processing delay on proxies

4) All clients get data pieces from different proxies simultaneously

5) All connections finish downloading at the same time.

6) All the connections to the proxies have the same bandwidth.

We listed the parameters we are going to use in Table 5-1.



Notation

Csp

Cpc

RTT,E

RTTpc

F

P

t't1

n

Definition

Outgoing Bandwidth between server and proxy

Outgoing Bandwidth between proxy and client

Round trip time between server and proxy

Round trip time between proxy and client

The fìle size

Number of active clients

Number of segmented pieces

Number of proxies

Time to download a piece of data from server to
Tbsp

Tbpc

proxy

Time to download a piece of data from proxy to

client

Tb
spc

T,o,nt

Time to download a piece of data from server to

client via proxy

The total time to download all the data pieces to

client

u,,b

In the server-to-proxy channel, the time to feed a piece of data is (refer to Figure 5-2):

The throughput of the CRB model

Table 5-1: Parameters in CRB Model
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,: =(L).t,, l* Rrr,, +waitErP 
\m)\n )

(WaitE is the waiting time for rhe CRB

In the proxy-to-client channel, the time

,:, =(L),(%)+ Rrro,+ waitFPc 
\rt)\p )

(WartF is the waiting time for the CRB

client's request reaches proxy)

Suppose we ignore the time consumption of the buffer copying and suppose the CRB

requests for next piece of data on proxy-to-server channel and proxy begins to transmit

data on proxy-to-client channel at the same time. From the client point of view, there

are two situations:

to change state from 'FULL to 'EMPTY')

for client to fetch one piece of data is:

(2)

(l)

l) when a request comes to the proxy and the CRB is FULL (Figure 5-6) ;

2) when a request comes to the proxy and the CRB is EMPTY (Figure 5-7).

change state from 'EMPTY' to 'FULL' after a

In the first situation, the client's request arrives at the proxy and the proxy CRB is

FULL. This situation happens when the server-to-porxy channel has good bandwidth

and a small RTT, in other words, T,e<Tr,.In this situation, the client can directly

download data from this cRB without delay (waitF : 0, waitE >0). In terms of a

formula that is:

r!,, =r0,, =?:)(?)+ nrr,,

The second situation is that when the client's request reaches the proxy, the proxy CRB

is EMPTY. This situation happens when the server-to-proxy channel is a slow

connection, in other words, 7,, > Tp,. In this situation, the client has to wait for the

\7-

(3)



FULL CRB state

WaitF =T:r-T:,

Putting (4) into (2)

(waitF>O, waitE:0). From Figure 5-7, this

=(:)'(+l. o'" (:) (?)- o",,
\nt) \ n )

,t, =(i,),(?) * Rrr,, = rb

Formula (5) shows that the time for downloading one piece of data from the server to

the client via the proxy actually equals the time of downloading one piece data from the

server to the proxy!

Summarizing these two situations, \¡/e can see that the time for downloading one piece

of data in the CRB model is the same as the time for downloading one piece of data

from the server to the proxy when the proxy-to-client has faster connection, or the time

for downloading one piece of data from the proxy to the client whenever

server-to-proxy has a faster cormection. This is an or relationship. If we refer back to

the regular 3-tier architecture, the time for downloading one piece of data is the sum of

the time for downloading one piece of data from the server to the proxy and time of

downloading one piece of data from the proxy to the client (please reference chapter 4,

formulas (3),(4) and (5) ). If the time spent on the server-to-proxy channel and

proxy-to-client channel are equal, then half of the downloading time is saved! This

ideal situation is shown in Figure 5-8. In this situation, the CRB is filled right before the

client makes a request from it. In this situation, the optimal usage of the data transfer

channel is reached, and the maximum download throughput can be reached.

Suppose each proxy shares the download task and has finished the download at the

t8-

implies:

(4)

(s)



same time, \¡/e can calculate the throughput of CRB model as:

r,.,n, =[(;l H+ Rrr,,).{*'') þr r:,>r:,)

_((r\lc*l -, \
= 
[[;J 'l; )+ 

Rrr,' 
)*('n 

t ") $r r:, 'r:')

rr F
'rD r,o,nt

In order to have a visual impression of the CRB model, \¡/e compare the throughput of

the regular 3-tier arcliitecture and using the CRB model. The parameters are set as in

Table 5-2:

Term

n

F

csp

RTTsp

RTTpc

P

(t)

(6)

Value

2

10"8 bytes

I 0^7 bits/sec

100^-3 sec

100^-3 sec

t0

Based on the parameters of rable 5-2,we obtain Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-r0.

Figure 5-9 shows how the download throughput changes with the change in

segmentation size. From this figure we can see, the CRB model always has better

throughput than the regular 3-tier architecture. Figure 5-10 shows how the throughput
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changes \¡iith the change of outgoing bandwidth. From this fìgure ì¡/e can see that, the

throughput of CRB rnodel is always better than the regular 3-tier architecture,

increasing the outgoing bandwidth will have better effect in the CRB model than in the

regular 3-tier model. In the next chapter, we will describe our Java projects and

demonstrate our expectation of the CRB model.
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Figure 5-6: WaitE in CRB Model
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6 Implementation and Test Results

In chapter 5' rve discussed the cRB model and analyzed,theexpected results of the

cRB model' From our analysis, the cRB model gives better throughput than the regular

3-tier architecture. In order to support this conjecture, vr'e developed two preliminary

Java projects. one project, called Simpleproxy, implements the regular 3_tier

architecture; the other project, cailed Scatte¡Gathe¡ imprements the cRB moder. This

chapter provides a clescription of the implementations on these two projects and

describes the results based on lab tests.

6.1 Implementation Based on a Regular 3-Tier Architecture
SimpleProxy is a Java project that implements the 3-tier architecture. It has three agents:

Original server, proxy (middle tier) and client.

The server is implemented using a Javathread pool [26]. The server shares its outgoing

bandwidth among active connections. The server is in charge of the initial handshakes

to the clients' whenever a client requests a download, the server will provide a list of

proxies for the client to download f¡om. The server also communicates with proxies

and provides data to the proxies.

The proxy has two threads running at the same time: one thread talks to the server and is

called the ProxyToserve¡ thread which is in charge of communications between the

proxy and the server; the other one talks to the client, and is called proxyToclient

thread which is in charge of communications between proxy and client. The
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ProxyToClient thread accepts requests from clients and signals the ProxyToSener

thread to forward requests to the server; the ProxyToServer thread accepts data pieces

from the server and uses the ProxyToClient thread to forward data to the client.

Figure 6-l shows the sequence diagram of an execution sequence in the

SimpleProxy project. The proxy first registers its address with the server. When the

client handshakes with the server, initial setup information is passed to the client.

Figure 6-2 shorvs how the initial information is setup. Basically, the client first

communicates to the server and gets a list of proxies for it to download data from. In the

mean time, the client also gets the length of the fìle. The client segments the download

task into pieces and stores these pieces into a job stack. When downloading begins, the

client pops the segmented job tasks from the job stack and issues requests for the

corresponding data pieces from the proxies. The proxies will forward the data pieces

back to client. The client writes these data pieces according to their specified positions

into the result file. After one data piece is written successfully, the client pops another

job task and issues it to a proxy. The details of the application layer protocol are

described in the following table.
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Application control protocols between the server and client (Table 6-1):

Protocol Description

CLIENT Client asks for connection

SERVER Server replies to the client

SIZ Client asks for the size of large file

LEN + file size Server replies with the f,rle size

LIS Client asks the addresses of the proxies

RLS Server replies with a list of proxy

addresses

Table 6-1: Protocol between Client and Server

Appllcation protocols between Server and Proxy (Table 6-2):

Protocol Description

PROXY Proxy asks for connection

SERVER Server replies to Proxy

P2S + proxy address Proxy provides its IP address * available port

to Server

GET + sequence number Proxy asks to download a certain piece of the

large file

Table 6-2: Protocol between Server and Proxy
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Application protocols behveen Proxy and client (Table 6-3):

Protocol

CLN

PRO

GET + sequence number Client asks clorvnload a certain piece of

the large file

Description

END

Client asks for connection

Proxy replies to client

SimpleProxy is implemented using JavaNIO[27]. By using Java NIO, our proxy can

read data in and out using blocks of data and the ProxyToServer thread and the

ProxyToClient thread can accept data without blocking. On the server side, the large

file is mapped into a Random Access File which allows the proxy to get data from any

position within the fìle. The client's implementation also takes advantages of Java NIO.

It makes asynchronous I/O connections with proxies and can read and write data

without blocking so that many inputs and outputs operations can be processed at the

same time.

Client announces the download job is over

Table 6-3: Protocol between Proxy and Client
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6.2 Implementation Based on the CRB Model

In order to support our previous design modification based on the CRB model, another

project, called ScatterGather was implemented. In this project, we also have three

agents: a server, a proxy and a client. The difference from the SirnpleProxy project is

that this project implements the CRB model. CRB buffers are set up on each proxy.

Each CRB buffer is a designated client buffer for a particular client. This CRB buffer

has flags associated with it. If the flag is 'EMPTY', a 'GET'request is sent to the server;

if the flag is 'FULL', the client can begin its download from the proxy. As in the

SimpleProxy project, two threads are implemented: one thread communicates to the

server, notifying the server to fill up the buffer; the other thread communicates to the

client, and accepts requests from the client. The server segments tlie large file into data

pieces and writes these pieces into the CRBs. The server is implemented with

asynchronous I/O which accepts requests from proxies at any time. It uses a FIFO

strategy to feed the CRBs. After a full copy of a large file is written, the server generates

an 'END'. The client reads the CRBs dynamically and writes data into a random access

result file on the client. When the 'END'signal is received, the client stops its requests.

Figure 6-2 shows the sequence diagram of the initial stage in the ScatterGather Project.

Compared with the sequence diagram with the regular 3-tier architecture shown in

Figure 6-1, we can note following differences: l) The proxy requests data pieces itself.

The proxy does not wait for a client command for getting data. 2) There is a 'get

Sequence'function on server. The sequence number is assigned by the server and not

from the client.
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AII the application protocols used in ScatterGather project are sinlilar to those in the

SimpleProxy project. Howeve¡ the following table lists some differences (Table 6-4):

Protocol Difference

GET Does not associate witli a sequence

number since the sequence number is

provided on the server side.

LEN Does not exists, because the client does

not need to know the size of the file, client

finishes its download whenever an 'END'

is received.

ScatterGather project is also implemented by JavaNIO. The CRB is defined by an

individual Java class, it has flags to indicate the states of the buffer; it also contains a

sequence number which indicates the position of a data segment in the file. The f,ile on

the server is put into RandomAccess mode and is mapped into memory. With Java NIO

the client program can do multiple input and output operations at the same time.

Table 6-4: Protocol Differences between SimpleProxy and ScatterGather
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Getseq O I

GetPiece ( )

6.3 Test Results

Having described and

DataPiece (Seq )

Figure 6-3: Sequence Diagram in ScatterGather

conducted several real tests based on our work. This section discusses and records our

GetPiece ( )

lest results and provides some explanation of these results.

6.3.1 Setup of the Test Environment

and Comparisons

DataPiece (Seq )

analysed our SimpleProxy project and ScatterGather project, we

We tested the codes in our computer lab (Internet Innovation Center). The originating

server is a PC (dh132127) running V/indows Server 2003. The Ethernet connection is

100M bps. Another two PCs, iic-eagle and iic-cmc0l serve as proxies, running

WindowsXP Pro, they have the same Ethernet connection as the server. Our client is a

laptop running WindowsXP

maximum speed can up to 54

Home. The client has wireless connection and the

M bps. The client is located 6 hops away from the server
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(this may include the access point and host). All of the agents run under the JRE 1.5.2.

environment. In order to compare the throughput of our two projects, we also setup an

fç service on the server (dh132121). We also use ethereal (version 0.10.14) to record

our ftp download throughput. Our source file is 349 M b1'tes. The download throughput

is defined as the successful download of the complete file over its download time.

6.3.2 Comparison of the 3 Different Download Models

To compare with a regular ftp download, we used two proxies. we chose the

segmentation size of both projects to be 96K. In order to rninimize the variances, we

chose different times during the day and recorded the two download times and took the

average, we ignored several failed downloads (which mostly occurred during the fç

download). Two were sufficient as the results showed little variance during the test.

Figure 6-4 shows our results. From our experiments we can see that either the 3-tier or

CRB model has generally befter throughput than the regular fp download. The CRB

model routinely demonstrates considerable performance advantages.
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6.3.3 Regular 3-tier Download and the CRB Model Comparison

From the above tests we can see that either the regular 3-tier model or CRB model has

better throughput than ftp download when two proxies are used. In addition, the CRB

model is the best choice. We still want to determine how much better the CRB model is

than the regular 3-tier model.

For these tests, we ran our SimpleProxy and ScatterGather projects by changing the

size of segmented pieces. A comparison of the result is showed in Figure 6-5 (Here the

number of proxies: n:l):

2345678
Test Record

Figure 6-4: Lab Tests on FTP, 3-Tier and CRB Model
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---€- CRB in 3-tier

+
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Figure 6-5 shows how the download throughput changes as the number of segmented

pieces increases. From our test results, the CRB model always shows better download

throughput compared with regular 3-tier. The average throughput increase using the

ScatterGather project is 35.6Yo. If we increase the number of proxies (n:2), the

download results are shown in Figure 6-6. Compared with using SimpleProxy project,

the ScatterGather project increases the average throughput by 12.9%

1.4 L
1000

Figure 6-5: Comparison of 3-Tier and CRB (n=1)
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number of segmenls

From our test results (Figure 6-4, Figure 6-5and Figure 6-6), we can see that the CRB

model always has better throughput in our tests. This also supports our conjecture in

previous chapters. In summary the CRB model has better throughput than the regular

3-tier architecture.
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7 Summary and Conclusions

This dissertation analyzed some methods of bulk fìle download on a network. We

summarized some bulk fìle data transfer architechrres. In the case of traditional parallel

download, the PD architecture needs full replication of files on the nefwork while a

peer-to-peer system needs trackers to keep track of peer information. This dissertation

discussed a situation where full copies of large file do not exist on the network but fast

downloading to multiple clients is needed. In this situation, we proposed the use of a

3-tier architechtre. We gave some model analysis of the 3-tier architectu¡e and how the

settings of the 3-tier architecture influence the download throughput. From our analysis,

the 3-tier architecfltre reduces the service load on the server side while maintaining an

aggregated bandwidth on the client side. The 3-tier architecture is a hybrid of the

client/server architecture and the PD architecture. It gives better performance than the

client/server architecture without full file cache and replication.

The downside of the 3-tier architecture is its extra cost for proxies and its forwarding

delay. This forwarding delay largely reduces the potential throughput of the 3-tier

architecture. As such, we have proposed the CRB model, to reduce forwarding delays

on proxies and increase throughput. The CRB model uses client-reserved-buffers (CRB)

on the proxies. These CRBs actually control the downloading process. The proxies do

not need to wait for the clients' requests and the forwarding of these requests. The

proxies can generate requests by the state of the CRBs. Using this mechanism, from the

client point of vierv, data requests can be made before previous data is downloaded
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completely. From our analysis and discussion, the use of the CRB model increases

download throughput.

In order to substantiate our claim, we also developed two projects which implement the

regular 3-tier and the CRB model respectively. Some design and implementation details

are described in this thesis. From our design and implementation, we gained a better

understanding the 3-tier architecture and the CRB download model. Several file

download tests based on these two projects were processed in our computer lab. Our

test results showed that the 3-tier architecntre and CRB model both provided better

throughput than that of a conventional ftp download. The CRB model demonstrated the

greatest download throughput by taking advantage of distributed control. We can

conclude that the 3-tier architecture is practical and the use of CRB model in 3-tier

architecture can considerably improve download throughput.

There are many other advantages of the CRB model such as fault tolerance, dynamic

loading balance, security

features and the demerits

Future work may involve some detail discussion on these areas and large scale tests

based on our Java projects could also be processed.

protection and more flexible control at the proxy. These

of the CRB model are not in the scope on this dissertation.
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